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Memory-Guided Sensory Comparisons in the Prefrontal
Cortex: Contribution of Putative Pyramidal Cells and
Interneurons
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Comparing two stimuli that occur at different times demands the coordination of bottom-up and top-down processes. It has been
hypothesized that the dorsolateral prefrontal (PFC) cortex, the likely source of top-down cortical influences, plays a key role in such tasks,
contributing to both maintenance and sensory comparisons. We examined this hypothesis by recording from the PFC of monkeys
comparing directions of two moving stimuli, S1 and S2, separated by a memory delay. We determined the contribution of the two
principal cell types to these processes by classifying neurons into broad-spiking (BS) putative pyramidal cells and narrow-spiking (NS)
putative local interneurons. During the delay, BS cells were more likely to exhibit anticipatory modulation and represent the remembered
direction. While this representation was transient, appearing at different times in different neurons, it weakened when direction was not
task relevant, suggesting its utility. During S2, both putative cell types showed comparison-related activity modulations. These modula-
tions were of two types, each carried by different neurons, which either preferred trials with stimuli moving in the same direction or trials
with stimuli of different directions. These comparison effects were strongly correlated with choice, suggesting their role in circuitry
underlying decision making. These results provide the first demonstration of distinct contributions made by principal cell types to
memory-guided perceptual decisions. During sensory stimulation both cell types represent behaviorally relevant stimulus features
contributing to comparison and decision-related activity. However in the absence of sensory stimulation, putative pyramidal cells
dominated, carrying information about the elapsed time and the preceding direction.

Introduction
Active observers are often faced with the task of comparing visual
motion across time. In the laboratory, such tasks often consist of
subjects comparing the direction or speeds of two moving stimuli
separated by a brief delay. To perform such tasks, subjects must
be able to not only identify the direction and/or speed of these
stimuli but also retain them in memory to be retrieved at the time
of comparison. Thus, the underlying circuitry requires the in-
volvement of cortical regions subserving motion processing,
maintenance, attention, and decision making. Two reciprocally
interconnected cortical regions relevant to these tasks are
motion-processing area MT and the dorsolateral region of the
prefrontal cortex (PFC) associated with sensory maintenance and
executive control (Barbas, 1988; Miller and Cohen, 2001; Petrides
and Pandya, 2006). Our recent work showed that MT neurons, in

addition to exhibiting direction-selective (DS) responses to mo-
tion, carried some stimulus-related activity during the delay, and
their responses during the comparison phase of the task reflected
the previously presented direction (Zaksas and Pasternak, 2006;
Lui and Pasternak, 2011).

While the presence of direction selectivity in the PFC suggest
bottom-up signals provided by MT (Zaksas and Pasternak,
2006), the origin and the nature of memory- and comparison-
related activity during motion discrimination tasks remains
largely unexplored. Because top-down modulations recorded in
sensory neurons during such tasks are thought to arise in the PFC
(Miller and Cohen, 2001), characterization of memory and
decision-related activity in the PFC will elucidate not only its role
in comparison tasks but also the nature of top-down influences
the PFC may exert on motion-processing neurons. To address
this problem, we focused on the identity of neurons likely to
provide sensory neurons with such influences during a motion
discrimination task. Anatomical evidence points to excitatory
pyramidal cells as a source of the top-down influences and to
inhibitory interneurons contributing more to local processing
(Rockland, 1997; Markram et al., 2004). In our analysis we took
advantage of differences in the temporal dynamics of action po-
tentials between these two classes of neurons, with pyramidal
neurons having broader action potentials compared to the rela-
tively narrow spikes characteristic of inhibitory interneurons
(Connors and Gutnick, 1990; Gray and McCormick, 1996;
Nowak et al., 2003). We used these differences to identify the two
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cells groups as broad-spiking (BS) putative pyramidal and
narrow-spiking (NS) putative interneurons.

In a recent study we have shown that while both cell types
exhibited comparable direction selectivity to behaviorally rele-
vant visual motion during direction discrimination, NS cells were
much more sensitive to the behavioral context, drastically reduc-
ing their selectivity when direction was not relevant to the task
(Hussar and Pasternak, 2009). Here, we compared the behavior
of the two groups during maintenance and comparison stages of
the same task. We found that during the delay, BS cells were more
likely than NS cells to carry anticipatory and stimulus selective
activity, and this activity was affected by the behavioral context.
During the comparison stimulus, responses of both cell types
reflected similarities and differences between the two stimuli be-
ing compared. In individual neurons, these comparison effects
were highly correlated with activity predictive of the perceptual
report, suggesting their utilization in decision making. Our re-
sults provide the first demonstration of distinct contributions
made by putative pyramidal neurons and interneurons to
memory-related and other task-related activity during sensory
comparisons.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
We recorded from the PFC of two adult male rhesus macaque monkeys.
All experiments were carried out in accordance with the guidelines pub-
lished in the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals and approved for use by the University of Rochester
Committee for Animal Research (Rochester, NY).

Visual stimuli
Visual stimuli have been described in previous reports (Hussar and Pas-
ternak, 2009, 2010). Briefly, the animals viewed random-dot stimuli, 4°
in diameter, presented at the fovea on a 19 inch monitor (Ilyama Vision
Master Pro 513, 75 Hz refresh rate) and placed at a distance of 57 cm. The
stimuli consisted of coherently moving random dots that subtended
0.03° of visual angle with a luminance of 15 cd/m 2. The dot density was
set to 4.7 dots/deg 2. During the direction discrimination task, stimulus
speed was set to either 2 or 4°/s. During the speed discrimination task, the
base speed was matched to that day’s direction discrimination task. Dur-
ing the passive fixation task, the stimuli, their duration, and other param-
eters were identical to those used during the relevant discrimination task.

Behavioral tasks
Direction discrimination task. The structure of this task is outlined in
Figure 1 A, top). Each trial began with the presentation of a small fixation
target. Animals initiated each trial by holding fixation on this square
(�1.5°) for 1000 ms and were required to maintain fixation throughout
the duration of the trial. If at any point in the trial the monkeys stopped
fixating, the trial was discontinued and repeated after a 3 s time out signaled
by a distinct tone. The fixation target was extinguished at the end of each trial
and animals reported whether the two stimuli moved in the same or different
directions by pressing one of two adjacent response buttons: the right button
to report the same directions and the left button to report different direc-
tions. During each session we presented a range of direction differences
between S1 and S2, bracketing animals’ measured thresholds (Fig. 1B). All
“different” direction trials (D-trials) included stimuli moving in the pre-
ferred and antipreferred (180° away from preferred) directions (see
Direction-selective responses to motion) and a set of offset directions (10–
90° relative to preferred or antipreferred). These offset directions were pre-
sented with equal probability during both S1 and S2. “Same” direction trials
(S-trials) consisted of both S1 and S2 stimuli moving in the preferred, anti-
preferred, or any of the offset directions. The speeds of S1 and S2 were set to
the base speed used in the speed discrimination task (see next section, Speed
discrimination task) and did not vary.

Speed discrimination task. During the speed discrimination task, sig-
naled by a unique fixation target (Fig. 1 A, small triangle), S1 and S2

moved either at the same or different speeds (Fig. 1 A, bottom plots). The
monkeys were rewarded for reporting the two speeds as same or different
by pressing one of two response buttons. During this task, we measured
the accuracy of speed discriminations by varying speed differences be-
tween S1 and S2. Thresholds were measured with the method of constant
stimuli in which each trial contained a S1 or S2 moving at the base speed
(2 or 4°/s) and a comparison stimulus moving at the same or different
speed. Differences in speed, chosen to bracket the threshold, ranged be-
tween 10 and 300% (e.g., 2°/s was compared to speeds ranging from
2.2°/s to 16°/s). The directions of S1 and S2 were the same within a given
trial but varied randomly from trial-to-trial between a neuron’s preferred
and antipreferred direction.

Passive fixation task. Animals were cued with a small “x” fixation point,
identifying the passive task condition (Fig. 1, middle plots). During this
task, timing and stimuli were identical to the direction discrimination
tasks. However, animals were rewarded for maintaining fixation
throughout the presentation of both S1 and S2 stimuli, and no button
response was required.

Physiological recordings
Recording locations (Fig. 1 D) were identified from structural MRI scans.
Data from a subset of these locations has been previously analyzed (Hus-
sar and Pasternak, 2009, 2010). All recordings were performed using a
single tungsten glass-coated microelectrode (0.5–3 ��; Alpha Omega
Engineering). Electrodes were positioned over the chamber-enclosed
craniotomy using a cilux grid with 1 mm spaced openings (Crist Instru-
ments). Custom-made steel guide tubes were inserted into the hole cho-
sen for each day’s recording to provide structural stability. Guide tubes
were lowered to the dura but did not penetrate. Electrodes were driven
through the dura using either a hydraulic micromanipulator (Narashigi
Group) or a NAN electrode drive (NAN Instruments).

Cell selection. Cells were selected while the monkey performed a direc-
tion discrimination task, during which the directions of S1 and S2 were
either 90° apart or the same. The durations of the two stimuli and the
length of the delay were 500 and 1500 ms, respectively. During this task,
eight equally spaced motion directions were used. Single units were se-
lected for further recording if they were clearly differentiated from back-
ground noise. Once isolated, the neurons were formally evaluated for
task-related activity, defined as significant deviation of firing rates at any
point in the trial from baseline activity (Wilcoxon sign-rank test, p �
0.01). As baseline we chose activity during a 200 ms bin of fixation
centered at 500 ms leading to trial initiation. This was necessary be-
cause we found that many PFC neurons change their firing rates
immediately before salient events in the trial (see Time-dependent
activity modulation).

Cell classification. Previous work with intracellular recordings identi-
fied a relationship between certain metrics of a neuron’s extracellularly
recorded action potential and underlying morphology (McCormick et
al., 1985; Contreras and Palmer, 2003). These studies revealed that action
potentials of pyramidal neurons have longer durations than those of
interneurons. Subsequently, a number of extracellular recording studies
used waveform durations to classify neurons in the PFC and in other
cortical regions into putative pyramidal neurons and putative interneu-
rons (Mitchell et al., 2007; Diester and Nieder, 2008; Johnston et al.,
2009). In the preceding study in which we examined the dependence of
DS activity in the PFC on behavioral relevance, we used waveform dura-
tions to classify cells as putative interneurons and pyramidal cells (Hussar
and Pasternak, 2009). In that paper we provided a detailed account of the
methods used for classifying the two cell types and showed that the dis-
tribution of action potential durations for all recorded neurons was sig-
nificantly bimodal (Hartigan’s dip test, p � 0.02; Hartigan and Hartigan,
1985) (Hussar and Pasternak, 2009, their Fig. 1 H). Since the current
analysis is based on recordings from the same neurons, here we provide
only a brief summary of this classification. Waveforms were isolated and
saved with Plexon sorting software (Plexon). For each neuron, an average
waveform was derived and interpolated with a spline fit to a precision of
2.5 �s (Mitchell et al., 2007), and waveform duration was determined by
measuring the time between the trough and the peak. The category
boundary was based on the trough of the bimodal distribution at 200 �s.
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This value was used to divide the cells into two
classes: neurons with durations �200 �s were
classified as NS putative inhibitory interneu-
rons, and neurons with waveform durations
�200 �s were grouped as BS putative pyrami-
dal neurons. Additional care was taken to avoid
cell misclassifications (for further details, see
Hussar and Pasternak, 2009).

Direction selective responses to motion. Once a
given neuron was isolated, its direction selec-
tivity was characterized during a separate task
in which one of eight directions of motion
would appear during S1 or S2 while the mon-
keys discriminated 90° differences in direction.
This allowed us to identify the preferred and
antipreferred (opposite to preferred) direc-
tions for each neuron. Once identified, these
two directions were used in all subsequent
tasks. During the direction accuracy task, pre-
ferred, antipreferred, and offset directions were
selected at random to appear during S1 and/or
S2. We used Receiver Operator Characteristic
(ROC) analysis to quantify direction selectivity.

Analysis of delay activity
Time-dependent activity modulation. During
our task the delay duration was constant and,
thus, the appearance of the S2 was highly pre-
dictable. We examined whether activity during
the delay reflected the predictable structure of
our task by evaluating time-dependent changes
in firing rates during the second half of the de-
lay period. Using all trials, we computed a delay
modulation index (DMI) comparing firing
rates (FR) in a 200 ms window at the middle of
the delay (1250 ms) with activity later in delay
(1900 ms): DMI � [FR(1900) � FR(1250)]/
[FR(1900) � FR(1250)]. For this index, positive
values are indicative of increasing activity while
negative values are indicative of decreasing ac-
tivity. Significance of individual DMIs was
evaluated by a Wilcoxon signed-rank test at
p � 0.01.

Direction selective activity. Periods of DS ac-
tivity were identified with ROC analysis by
comparing activity on trials containing motion
in preferred and antipreferred directions pre-
sented during S1 (Britten et al., 1992). This
analysis provided AROC (area below the ROC
curve) values ranging between 0 and 1.
AROC � 0.5 indicated activity that did not dif-
fer between preferred and antipreferred trials,
while AROC �0.5 indicated higher activity
during preferred trials. Conversely, AROC
�0.5 indicated higher activity on antipreferred
trials. Significance of AROCs was evaluated by
bootstrap test, shuffling preferred and anti-
preferred trial labels. This process was repeated
1000 times, generating a distribution of shuf-
fled AROC values. The original AROC value
was deemed significant if it fell within the top
or bottom 2.5% of the shuffled distribution
( p � 0.05). Durations of all directional epochs
were evaluated with a sliding significance test.
Significance was evaluated in a 100 ms window
stepped in 10 ms intervals. The onset of a sig-
nificant directional epoch was taken as the cen-
ter of the first significant window of at least
seven consecutive significant windows. The

Figure 1. Behavioraltasks,performance,PFCrecordingsites.A,Diagramsofbehavioraltasks.Duringthedirectiondiscriminationtask(toprow),
animalsreportedwhetherthedirectionsoftwoconsecutiverandom-dotmotionstimuliwerethesameordifferentbypressingoneoftworesponse
buttons. The animals were allowed to respond 1000 ms after the termination of S2. During each session, direction difference thresholds were
measuredbyvaryingthedifferencebetweendirectionsinS1andS2.Duringthepassivefixationtask(middlerow),stimulusconditionsandthetiming
matchedthoseofthedirectiontask,buttheanimalswereonlyrequiredtomaintainfixationthroughoutthetrialandautomaticallyreceivedareward.
Duringthespeeddiscriminationtask(bottomrow),themonkeysreportedwhethertwostimulimovedatthesameordifferentspeeds.Oneachtrial
the two stimuli always moved in the same direction. During each session, speed difference thresholds were measured by varying the differences
betweenS1andS2.B,Meanpsychometricfunctionsforthetwomonkeysmeasuredduringthedirectiondiscriminationtask.Eachfunctionisbased
on data collected during 159 sessions, each consisting of 150 –300 trials C, Representative psychometric functions for the two monkeys measured
during a single session of 300 trials during the speed discrimination task. D, Locations of electrode penetrations for all PFC recordings for the two
monkeys.Symbolsindicatingpenetrationsforeachanimalarethesameasthoseusedtoshowtheirindividualbehavioralperformance(seeBandC).
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offset of a directional epoch was taken as the center of the first non-
significant window of at least seven consecutive nonsignificant win-
dows. The duration was calculated as the difference between onset
and offset times.

Analysis of responses during S2
Comparison effects. The direction accuracy task contained two types of
trials: in half of the trials S1 and S2 moved in the same directions (S-
trials), and on the other half they moved in different directions (D-trials).
We examined whether responses during the S2 were affected by the di-
rection of the preceding S1 by comparing responses during these two
types of trials. We reasoned that response modulation by the S1 direction
is a likely reflection of the sensory comparison process required by our
task. We termed the differences in responses during the two types of trials
a “comparison effect.” For this analysis we used trials where the S2 stim-
ulus moved in either the preferred and antipreferred direction. Because
the firing rates of DS neurons differed for the two directions, all responses
were Z-scored before being combined to form two distributions of activ-
ity, one for S-trials and one for D-trials. Differences between these dis-
tributions were evaluated with ROC analysis. Cells with AROC values of
�0.5 showed higher activity, and thus preference for S-trials, while cells
with AROC �0.5 showed higher rates on, and a preference for, D-trials.
To identify periods of comparison effects, we used a 100 ms window slid
across spike trains in 10 ms steps adopting criterion values of �0.65 and
�0.35 and requiring seven consecutive bins at or beyond these values.
Neurons with sufficient number of consecutive periods with values of
�0.65 were categorized into the S � D group (same � different), while
neurons meeting the �0.35 consecutive criterion formed a D � S group
(different � same). If a neuron showed activity meeting both criteria, the
effect with the longest duration determined categorization.

To compare directly the magnitude and timing of S � D and D � S
effects, AROC values were recalculated taking into account an individual
neuron’s preferred trial-type (same or different). In this analysis AROC
values �0.5 correspond to greater activity during the preferred trial type
of a neuron (S- or D-trials). Conversely, an AROC �0.5 corresponds to
weaker activity on a neuron’s preferred trial-type. This transformation
had the effect of reflecting D � S neurons around 0.5. A separate analysis
was performed to determine whether comparison signals scaled with
smaller differences in direction between stimuli. AROCs at each level of
direction difference were calculated (ranging from 18° to 90°). The effect
at the maximal direction difference (90°) was then subtracted from the
AROC at each direction difference level.

Choice probability. We also examined whether activity following S2
was predictive of the choices monkeys made on each trial. Because the
monkeys sometimes reported S-trials as “different” and sometimes as
“same,” we were able to compute choice-related activity by comparing
firing rates on the trials with identical sensory conditions but different
behavioral reports. This analysis, which was also used in a preceding
report (Zaksas and Pasternak, 2006), is similar to that introduced by
Britten et al. (1996). For this analysis, only cells with at least five S-reports
(same directions, right button) and five D-reports (different directions,
left button press) were used. Spike counts for all S1/S2 combinations with
sufficient right and left responses were Z-scored to account for any dif-
ferences in activity related to the S2 direction. These Z-scored spike
counts were then combined, creating a distribution of S2 spike counts
associated with S- and D-reports. ROC analysis was used to evaluate the
differences between the two distributions. This analysis was similar to the
analysis of the comparison signals described above. Choice probability
(CP) values �0.5 are indicative of higher activity before neuron’s pre-
ferred report (same or different). To identify periods of reliable CP, we
slid a 100 ms window in 10 ms steps and used criterion values �0.65
during seven consecutive bins to categorize neurons as either an S-report
neuron or a D-report neuron, depending upon which report showed a
greater preceding response.

Results
The performance of the two monkeys on the direction accuracy
task is plotted in Figure 1B. The average psychometric functions
show that the performance of both monkeys decreased as the

difference in direction between S1 and S2 decreased. However,
Monkey 1 was less accurate, with direction difference thresholds
38% higher than those for Monkey 2 (Monkey 1, 50.6° � 1.9;
Monkey 2, 35.5° � 1.1). This difference in performance between
the two animals will be considered below in the context of the
comparison effect analysis.

Of the 182 PFC neurons recorded while animals performed
the direction discrimination task, 159 neurons showed task-
related activity (91 cells from Monkey 1 and 68 cells from Mon-
key 2) and were included in the analysis. Recording sites for these
neurons are provided in Figure 1D, which shows that the major-
ity of sites were concentrated in the prearcuate region (areas 8ad
and 8av) and around the posterior portion of the principal sulcus
(9/46d and 9/46v), with the larger number of sites in its ventral
region (area 9/46v) (Petrides, 2005). The encounter rate of NS
(22%, n � 35) and BS (78%, n � 124) neurons was uniformly
distributed across recording locations.

BS putative pyramidal neurons are more active during
the delay
In the analysis of delay activity we focused on the behavior of NS
and BS neurons during the period in the trial where the monkeys
both prepare for the upcoming comparison stimulus and main-
tain information about the direction of the preceding stimulus.
The activity of two example neurons (one of each type) on trials
where S1 and S2 are moving in the preferred (blue) and anti-
preferred (red) directions is shown in Figure 2. Following strong
DS responses to motion during S1, both neurons showed an
increase in activity with time in delay, but this increase was sub-
stantially more pronounced for the BS neuron (Fig. 2B). Addi-
tionally, both neurons showed periods in the delay with
significant differences in activity associated with the preferred
and antipreferred directions (solid colored bars along x-axis,
Wilcoxon sign-rank test p � 0.05). The NS cell (Fig. 2A) showed
a single 	450 ms period of DS dominated by the antipreferred
direction (red bar), i.e., opposite in sign relative to S1 selectivity.
The BS neuron (Fig. 2B) also showed a transient period of DS, but
it was dominated by the direction identified as preferred during
S1 (blue bar) disappearing toward the end of delay. The activity
patterns of these two types of cells are largely representative of the
rest of the data presented here. Specifically, both cell types were
equally likely to show DS responses to motion during S1 and S2
and showed largely transient DS delay activity. However, as we
will show below, BS neurons displayed more pronounced time-
dependent delay modulation and were more likely to exhibit di-
rection selectivity in their delay activity.

Periods of significant delay activity for all neurons were iden-
tified by comparing firing rates recorded during the delay to base-
line activity recorded during fixation, 500 ms before the onset of
S1. Given that activity in PFC neurons often changes before sa-
lient events (Hussar and Pasternak, 2010), the use of an earlier
period during the fixation reduced the possibility of baseline ac-
tivity being contaminated by these anticipatory rate changes. We
performed a running significance test (p � 0.05, Wilcoxon
signed-rank test) in 100 ms nonoverlapping windows stepped
across the delay to identify neurons with significant baseline-
deviated activity. The results of this analysis, shown in Figure 3A,
illustrate a pronounced difference between the two cell groups,
particularly later in the delay. Immediately after S1 offset, the two
groups of neurons were equally likely to continue to fire above
baseline levels (� 2 test, p � 0.05), likely due to S1 responses
extending into the delay. During the first 750 ms of the delay, the
proportion of NS neurons decreased, reaching a plateau with
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	20% of cells showing significant baseline-deviated activity.
Conversely, toward the end of the delay an increasing number of
BS neurons began diverging from baseline levels. As a result,
during the last 200 ms of the delay there was a significant differ-
ence in the incidence of active neurons between the two groups
(� 2 test, p � 0.03). This disproportionally high number of BS
cells active before the onset of S2 suggests these neurons may play
a role in preparation for the upcoming sensory stimulus. This
possibility is supported by a similarly greater incidence of BS
neurons active during the last 100 ms of fixation, leading to the
onset of S1 (NS, 3%; BS, 25%; � 2 test, p � 0.001). Such activity
differences between the two cell groups were not observed during
the S1 (NS � 58%; BS � 60%; � 2 test, p � 0.67) or during S2
(NS � 66%; BS � 71%; � 2 test, p � 0.54). Thus, BS neurons may
indeed serve a general function in the preparation for sensory
stimuli in PFC. This idea is supported by the recent observation
of reduced trial-to-trial variability (Fano factor) in these neurons
before stimulus onset, another likely indicator of neuronal task
engagement (Hussar and Pasternak, 2010).

While this analysis revealed a higher incidence of active BS
neurons during the delay, it provided no information about the
time course of this activity. In a recent paper we analyzed delay
activity of BS neurons and found that some cells increased activity
and some cells decreased their activity with time in delay (Hussar
and Pasternak, 2010). Because these patterns of ramping activity
largely disappeared during the passive fixation task, the nature of
this activity was anticipatory, reflecting task engagement. Here,
we compared the patterns of delay activity observed in BS cells to
those recorded in NS neurons. To quantify the magnitude and
the sign of delay modulation, we calculated a delay modulation
index or DMI, comparing activity between the middle and end of
the delay (see Materials and Methods). This analysis identified
cells with three types of activity for each cell type: neurons with
increasing activity (DMI � 0), decreasing activity (DMI � 0),
and cells with no significant modulation (DMI 	 0). Figure 3B

shows the distributions of this index for all
BS (top) and NS neurons (bottom). The
time courses of activity (baseline sub-
tracted) averaged for each of these three
types of delay modulation are shown in Fig-
ure 3C. The two groups of BS neurons with
significant time-dependent modulations,
neurons with upward (n � 50) and down-
ward (n � 23) changes in rates (broken and
dotted lines), illustrate the nature of what
appears to be preparatory modulation
leading to the onset of the S2. In contrast,
delay activity in the majority of NS cells
showed no significant modulation (77%),
and only a small proportion of cells (23%)
showed upward(n � 5) or downward
(n � 3) changes in rates with time in delay
(Fig. 3B). This difference in the incidence
of delay modulation between NS and BS
neurons was significant (� 2 test; p �
0.006) and suggests an active role for BS
neurons in the preparation of the coming
comparison process, shared by only a few
NS neurons. Supporting this hypothesis is
our observation that a significantly
smaller percentage of BS neurons exhib-
ited time-dependent delay activity during
the passive fixation task (direction task,

n � 36/57, 63%; passive fixation, 11/57, 19%; � 2 test, p � 2.0 

10�6). The already small number of NS neurons with time-
dependent modulation during the direction task became even
smaller during passive fixation (direction task, n � 4/16 � 25%;
passive fixation, 1/16 � 6%). Considering the small number of
neurons, it is not surprising that this difference did not reach
significance (� 2 test, p � 0.14).

These results illustrate a striking difference in delay activity
between the two groups of cells. The more numerous BS neurons
were not only more active than NS cells during the delay, they
were also more likely to change their activity in preparation for
the upcoming comparison phase of the task.

BS neurons are more likely to represent S1 direction during
the delay
We previously reported the presence of brief periods of stimulus-
selective activity in the PFC during the delay in a similar task
(Zaksas and Pasternak, 2006) but did not examine the relation-
ship of these signals to directional preferences during S1 or how
this selectivity differed between cell types. In the current study,
we were particularly interested in potential differences in the na-
ture of stimulus-related delay activity represented by NS and BS
neurons and whether this activity reflected direction-selective
signals displayed by these cells in response to S1. To identify
direction-selective activity, we used ROC analysis to compare
activity associated with the preferred and antipreferred directions
presented during S1 (see Materials and Methods). The results are
presented separately for individual BS (top) and NS (bottom)
neurons in Figure 4A. The plot shows DS activity for each neuron
during the S1 and the delay as color-coded AROC values, with
smaller and larger values represented by warmer (red) and cooler
(blue) colors, respectively. In this analysis, the “preferred direc-
tion” was chosen on the basis of each neuron’s greater activity
during the earliest significant DS epoch. Once identified for a
given neuron, this label was maintained for the remainder of the

Figure 2. Activity of two example neurons during the direction comparison task Raster plots and average activity for an
example NS putative interneuron (A) and BS putative pyramidal neuron (B). Activity from trials with the S1 and S2 stimuli moving
in a neuron’s preferred and antipreferred directions are indicated by blue and red colors, respectively. Because directions often
differed between S1 and S2, trials before S2 onset were selected based on the S1 direction, while trials after S2 onset were selected
based on the S2 direction. Periods of significantly higher activity following S1 moving in preferred and antipreferred directions are
indicated by blue and red lines, respectively, plotted along the x-axis (Wilcoxon sign-rank, p � 0.05).
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Figure 4. Direction-selective delay activity. A, DS activity during the trial (fixation, S1 and delay) for individual BS (N � 124, top) and NS (N � 35, bottom) neurons quantified by ROC analysis.
Scale bar shows ROC values: blue, preferred; red, antipreferred direction. The data were sorted by the average selectivity. B, Durations of DS epochs during the delay. Small arrows point to the average
duration of DS delay epochs for each cell type (NS, 245 ms; BS, 242 ms). C, Incidence of BS and NS neurons with significant DS (Wilcoxon sign-rank test, p � 0.05). D, Relationship between DS
preferences recorded during S1 and during the delay. Only cells with significant DS activity during S1 were used (NS, n�18; BS, n�56). AROC values computed for each neuron during S1 are plotted
against the values computed in early (500 –1000 ms), middle (1000 –1500 ms), and late (1500 –2000 ms) delay. DS during the delay is shown by open ( p � 0.05) and filled ( p � 0.05) light blue
(BS) or pink (NS) circles. AROC values of�0.5 represent DS of the same sign as that of S1, while AROC values of�0.5 represents DS opposite in sign to S1. Bar plots to the right are summaries showing
the incidence of BS and NS neurons with DS of the same sign (top bars) or opposite sign (bottom bars) as during S1. Middle bars show the incidence of neurons with no DS activity during each delay
epoch.

Figure 3. Broad-spiking neurons show anticipatory delay modulation A, Incidence of NS (n � 35) and BS (n � 124) neurons active (relative to baseline) during the delay. The thick black line
signifies the period of significant difference between NS and BS (� 2 test, p � 0.05). The dashed line at 5% represents significance level expected by chance. B, Time-dependent modulation of delay
activity for BS (top) and NS (bottom) neurons. Delay modulation index (DMI) � [activity (late delay) � activity (middle delay)]/[activity (late delay) � activity (middle delay)]; “late delay”, last 200 ms of delay;
“middle delay”, 200 ms period centered at 1250 ms. DMI � 0 indicate higher activity in late delay relative to middle delay; DMI � 0 indicate lower activity in late delay. Filled colored columns, cells
with significant indices (Wilcoxon sign-rank test, p � 0.01); gray columns, cells with nonsignificant values. C, Average activity of BS (top) and NS (bottom) of neurons classified on the basis of their
DMI as cells with rising activity (broken lines), cells with decreasing activity (dotted lines), and cells with no activity modulation (solid lines). The numbers next to each curve show the incidence of
each cell group.
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trial. For example, a consistent direction preference during S1
and throughout the delay would be indicated by a continuous
blue line. Conversely, change in preference to the opposite direc-
tion between S1 and delay would be shown by switch from blue to
red. The cells were sorted by the average absolute deviation from
0.5 during the task, with neurons showing greater selectivity dur-
ing the delay near the top of each plot.

Figure 4A illustrates two key features of DS in the delay: its
transient nature and inconsistent direction preferences. Signifi-
cant periods of DS activity were short (Fig. 4B), rarely extending
beyond 500 ms, and were similar between cell types (NS � 245
ms � 31.1; BS � 242 ms � 19.6; p � 0.73, Wilcoxon signed-rank
test). Although the durations of DS periods in NS and BS neurons
were similar, they were substantially less common in NS cells,
particularly in late delay. During S1 and in early delay, the inci-
dence of DS cells in both groups was similar (Fig. 4C, � 2, p �
0.05). However, further into the delay, such signals became less
common in NS neurons and largely disappeared near the time of
S2 onset. This result is consistent with limited activity dis-
played by these neurons in late delay (see Fig. 3). In contrast,
the incidence of DS periods in BS neurons remained relatively
constant at 	20 –30%, a significantly greater percentage than
NS cells (last 200 ms of delay: BS, n � 34, 29%; NS, n � 3, 9%;
� 2 test, p � 0.011).

The second feature of delay activity is highlighted by the mix-
ture of deep red and blue colors at the top of Figure 4A. This
pattern is indicative of an absence of consistent preferences for
the direction presented during S1, since individual neurons
sometimes showed stronger activity following the direction pre-
ferred during S1, and at other times fired more following the
opposite direction. We quantified this observation by directly
examining the relationship between DS recorded during the S1
and during the delay (Fig. 4D). This analysis included only neu-
rons with significant DS during S1 (p � 0.05) and was performed
separately for the three consecutive 500 ms delay periods: early
(500 –1000 ms), middle (1000 –1500 ms), and late (1500 –2000
ms). In all three graphs, open symbols indicate cells with no
reliable DS activity (AROC 	 0.5), while filled symbols indicate
cells with significant DS activity (p � 0.05). The filled data points
in the upper half of each graph (AROC � 0.5) indicate significant
DS of the same sign as those recorded during S1. Filled data
points in the lower half of the plot (shaded) indicate significant
DS activity opposite to that during S1 (AROC � 0.5) (see exam-
ple in Fig. 2A). The bar plots on the right are summaries of these
data, showing the proportions of cells preferring the same (top
bars) or opposite (bottom bars) directions as during the S1 and
cells with no DS delay activity (middle bars). During the first 500
ms of the delay (Early delay), nearly 50% of all neurons showed
DS activity that matched S1 direction, most likely reflecting S1
responses extending into the delay. The remaining neurons either
showed no DS activity or a preference for the opposite direction.
In the middle of the delay (Middle delay), the proportion of cells
with DS matching S1 direction drastically decreased. while the
proportion of cells with no DS activity increased. Less than 20%
of cells of both types showed DS activity, some matching the S1
and some dominated by the antipreferred direction. At the end of
the delay (Late delay), the majority of NS and BS cells carried no
significant DS signals. Neurons that did display significant delay
selectivity were equally likely to show a preference for the same
(AROC � 0.5) or opposite (AROC � 0.5) direction as the S1. We
should note that this analysis underestimates the proportion of
cells carrying DS signals, since it excluded neurons that did not
respond during S1 or responded but showed no significant DS

activity. Thus, the overall proportion of cells with DS periods in
the delay was higher (	25%, see Fig. 4C) than that shown in
Figure 4D.

In summary, this analysis revealed that in individual neurons
the representation of direction during the delay was largely inde-
pendent of DS activity recorded during S1. While we found no
differences in the duration of DS delay activity between the two
cell types, this activity was much more likely to be carried by BS
putative pyramidal neurons.

Transient direction selective delay signals depend on
task demands
To determine whether the DS delay activity is utilized during the
direction task, we examined whether this activity was still present
during tasks not requiring direction discriminations. We used
two additional tasks, neither of which required direction judg-
ments: the speed discrimination task and the passive fixation
task. During the speed task, the monkeys compared speeds of two
stimuli moving either at the same or different speeds but always
in the same direction. The task structure was identical to the
direction task, with the exception of a unique fixation point (Fig.
1A, bottom diagram). As during the direction task, task difficulty
was manipulated by decreasing the differences between the two
stimuli and measuring accuracy thresholds. Representative psy-
chometric functions for the two animals show that both monkeys
were engaged during the speed discrimination task and this en-
gagement was comparable to that during the direction task (see
Fig. 1C). We had sufficient data to compare DS activity of 112
neurons (NS, n � 25; BS, n � 87) recorded during the direction
and the speed tasks.

Figure 5, A and B, show the comparison of DS delay activity
during in the two tasks. The plots include both cell types, al-
though the small proportion of NS cells (pink symbols) with
significant DS during the delay (see Fig. 4C) precluded separate
statistical evaluation of their effects. In a previous study (Hussar
and Pasternak, 2009), which focused on the effects of task de-
mands on DS responses, we found that DS responses decreased
during the speed task and that this reduction was greater in NS
neurons. This is illustrated in Figure 5, A and B (S1 plot), showing
pronounced decrease in the overall DS during the speed task (all
cells, p � 0.002; BS, p � 0.087; NS, p � 0.0018, Wilcoxon sign-
rank test) and that this decrease was significantly greater for NS
(p � 0.01, Mann–Whitney U test). The scatter plots to the right
extend this analysis to delay, identifying cells with DS activity
during either of the two tasks. Average AROC calculated for all
neurons of both types with significant selectivity in either task,
shown in Figure 5A, illustrate that DS during S1 and the last
two-thirds of the delay was significantly lower when motion di-
rection was irrelevant to the task. The data in the scatter plots
(Fig. 5B) compare these effects on a cell-by-cell basis during the
three portions of the delay. In early delay (700 –1000 ms), the
overall effect was not significant (p � 0.09; Wilcoxon sign-rank
test), although when only cells with DS activity during the direc-
tion task (shown by circles) were examined, the drop in DS ac-
tivity was highly significant (p � 0.0004; Wilcoxon sign-rank
test). With time in delay, the majority of cells showed less DS
activity during the speed task (middle delay, 1000 –1500 ms, p �
0.02; late delay, 1500 –2000 ms, p � 0.02, Wilcoxon sign-rank
test), displaying sensitivity of DS activity represented largely by
BS cells to task demands.

The drop in DS delay activity was even more pronounced
during passive fixation, when the animals were shown S1 and S2
separated by a delay but were not required to make a response
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(Fig. 1A, middle panel). We were able to directly compare the
behavior of 73 neurons (NS, n � 16; BS, n � 57) recorded during
both the passive fixation and the direction discrimination tasks
(Fig. 5C,D). Average DS activity recorded during S1 and the three
delay periods in the two tasks, plotted in Figure 5C, shows that
during passive fixation this activity was significantly weaker in all
task epochs (S1, p � 0.009; early, p � 0.041; middle, p � 0.042;
late, p � 0.049, Wilcoxon sign-rank test). Under these condi-
tions, in contrast to the speed task, the loss of DS activity for both
cell types was similar (p � 0.477, Mann–Whitney U test). The
difference in DS on a cell-by-cell basis recorded during the two
tasks is shown in Figure 5D.

The weakened DS delay activity of BS neurons during tasks
not requiring retention of the preceding direction provides evi-
dence for its role in sensory maintenance. Furthermore, these
results further highlight the differential contribution of NS and
BS neurons to different components of the sensory comparison
task. While BS neurons showed only a small loss of DS in response
to S1 when discriminating speeds (Hussar and Pasternak, 2009),
during the maintenance phase of the same task these cells showed
a significant loss of DS activity. On the other hand, delay activity
became much less stimulus selective during the passive fixation
task that did not require the animals to retain any information
about S1. These results show that stimulus selectivity during the
delay strongly depends on behavioral context, suggesting that it is
likely to be used during the direction task. We should note that
because of the small number of NS neurons with direction selec-
tive delay activity, these generalizations can only be applied to BS
putative pyramidal neurons.

Responses during S2 reflect remembered direction
The data presented above showed that the information about the
preceding stimulus was present in the form of transient distrib-

uted signals, likely to be used during the direction discrimination
task. Our analysis also revealed that BS, rather than NS, neurons
were more likely to carry these signals, giving the putative pyramidal
neurons a distinct role in the maintenance of sensory information.
The difference between the cell types did not hold for activity
recorded during the comparison stimulus (S2), since responses to
S2 of both cell types were modulated by the S1 direction. We
characterized these effects by comparing responses to identical S2
stimuli on trials when they were preceded by S1 moving in the
same direction (S-trials) or by S1 moving in a different direction,
offset by 90° (D-trials), as shown in Figure 6A. The behavior of
four example cells during S2, two NS (Fig. 6B, top row) and two
BS (Fig. 6B, bottom row), illustrate the nature of response mod-
ulation we observed during the task: some cells showed stronger
responses on S-trials (Fig. 6 B, S � D, left plots) and some cells
showed preferences for D-trials (Fig. 6 B, D � S, right plots).
Since these effects were equally likely to occur in NS and BS cells
(NS � 39%; BS � 41%), for further analysis the data from both
groups are combined. In our analysis, for cells with excitatory
responses to S2 (n � 66), higher firing rates on S-trials or D-trials
were taken as an indication of a given cell’s trial preference, while
for cells with suppressive responses to S2 (n � 28), lower firing
rates were indicative of the cell’s trial preference. We used ROC
analysis to quantify the differences in responses during the two
types of trials. The results for all neurons are shown in Figure 6C.
In this analysis, AROCs �0.5 indicate stronger responses on
S-trials (S � D, cooler colors), and values �0.5 indicate stronger
responses on D-trials (D � S, indicated by warmer colors). The
values 	0.5 (the green shades) represent cells with no reliable
difference between responses during the two trial types (S � D).
For display purposes the cells were grouped and sorted by the
onset time of the effect (see Materials and Methods). An impor-
tant feature of these results is that each type of effect, S � D and

Figure 5. Direction-selective delay activity was affected by task demands. A, Average DS activity during direction and speed tasks recorded during three consecutive task periods: S1 (200 – 400
ms), early delay (700 –1000 ms), middle delay (1000 –1500 ms), and late delay (1500 –2000 ms). For each epoch the data were calculated for all neurons with significant DS activity ( p � 0.05,
Wilcoxon sign rank test) in either task. Asterisk (*) indicates significant difference between tasks ( p � 0.05, Wilcoxon sign rank test). B, DS activity (AROC) of individual neurons during the direction
and the speed discrimination tasks recorded during the early, middle, and late delays. All BS (n � 87) and NS (n � 25) neurons were evaluated for significant DS activity in each task during each time
period. Neurons with significant DS in the direction task (circles) and neurons with significant DS only during the speed task (squares) are shown separately. Insets in the upper left corner show
distributions of task effects (TEs) computed as [AROCdirecton task � AROCnon-direction task] for all neurons. Neurons with significant TEs are shown by filled columns (bootstrap test, p � 0.05). C, D, DS
activity (AROC) during the direction and the passive fixation tasks. BS (n � 57) and NS cells (n � 16) were evaluated for DS activity during each time period. Conventions and labels are the same as
in A and B.
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D � S, is carried by a distinct group of neurons. To further char-
acterize the modulation of S2 responses by the preceding stimu-
lus, all neurons were assigned into three subgroups on the basis of
their ROC values: S � D (AROC � 0.65; n � 20, 21%), D � S
(AROC � 0.35; n � 26, 28%) and S � D (n � 48, 51%).

To directly compare the two types of effects (i.e., S � D and
D � S), we converted AROCs in such a way that a value � 0.5
represented a greater response during that neuron’s preferred
trial type (either S-trials or D-trials). These data, shown in Figure
7, A–C, illustrate both similarities and differences between S � D
and D � S effects, which we will term “comparison” effects. Both
effects were of similar strength and extended past the offset of the
S2. However, the effect carried by the D � S group emerged sig-
nificantly earlier (D � S, 250 ms � 34; S � D, 390 ms � 49; p �
0.02; Mann–Whitney U test), reaching its peak at 340 ms after S2
onset. Cells in the S � D group reached their peak on average 300
ms later (Fig. 7B). These differences in onset times between the
two types of effects cannot be attributed to differences in the time
course of their stimulus responses, since the two groups had sim-
ilar latencies to S2 (S � D, 100 ms � 36; D � S cells, 130 ms � 24;
p � 0.32; Mann–Whitney U test). While both types of signals
persisted after the offset of S2, the S � D effects persisted longer
(Fig. 7A; p � 0.05; Mann–Whitney U test). Because in a small
subset of cells with S � D effects emerged at different times after
the offset of S2 (see Fig. 6C), the average AROC curve for the
S � D group remained elevated throughout the post-S2 period
until the monkeys reported their decision.

The above analysis was limited to responses recorded on trials
with the largest direction difference (90°) easily discriminable by
both animals. However, during each recording session the ani-
mals were presented with a range of direction differences and
their performance decreased as the two directions became more
similar (see psychometric functions in Fig. 1B). We examined
whether the magnitude of comparison effects paralleled behav-
ioral performance and decreased as the two directions became
more similar. This type of effect would provide compelling evi-
dence in support of response modulations during S2 representing
the sensory comparison. We tested this hypothesis by calculating
comparison effects on trials with smaller differences in direc-
tions. The AROC calculated from trials of the maximal difference
in direction (90°) was then subtracted from the AROC calculated
for smaller differences in direction. (Fig. 7C). In this metric, neg-
ative values indicate a decrease in the comparison effect at smaller
differences in direction between S1 and S2. We found a signifi-
cant relationship between the size of the comparison effect and
the difference in direction, with activity during both types of trials
becoming more similar with smaller differences in direction (p �
0.001, r 2 � 0.419, Pearson’s correlation). This relationship held
for both S � D (p � 0.001, r 2 � 0.754, Pearson’s correlation) and
D � S (p � 0.001, r 2 � 0.613, Pearson’s correlation) cells. This
scaling of the comparison effect with direction difference be-
tween S1 and S2 was similar in the two monkeys (Fig. 7C; Monkey
1, solid line; Monkey 2, broken line, ANOVA, p � 0.73). How-
ever, the more accurate Monkey 2 had a significantly larger pro-

Figure 6. Comparison effects (CE) during S2. A, Diagram illustrating the two types of trials used to evaluate CE, S-trials (same), and D-trials (different). B, Example responses during S2 of two NS
(top row) and two BS (bottom row) neurons showing the two types of modulation by S1 direction. The two neurons on the left fired more on S-trials (S � D, blue lines), while the two neurons on
the right responded more on D-trials (D � S, red lines). Note that both NS and BS cells showed such effects. C, CE in all neurons quantified with ROC analysis (BS, n � 76; NS, n � 18). AROC values �
0.5 (cooler colors) signify higher activity on S-trials, and AROC values � 0.5 (warmer colors) signify stronger activity on D-trials. Neurons were sorted by timing and sign of their comparison effects.
Note, S and D trials are signaled by different groups of cells, S � D (blue) and D � S (red).
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portion of cells carrying comparison
effects (Fig. 7D; 200 –500 ms, � 2 test, p �
0.03). In addition to the lower incidence
of cells with comparison effects, the less
accurate animal also showed somewhat
lower AROC values indicative of weaker
comparison effects, although this differ-
ence did not reach significance (Fig. 7E;
Monkey 1, n � 6 Monkey 2, n � 20; p �
0.13; Mann–Whitney U test). While this
correlation between the incidence of cells
with comparison effects and performance
is compelling, it cannot be generalized
since it is based on the comparison be-
tween two monkeys. Together, these re-
sults suggest that the two types of trials
characteristic of our task were signaled by
distinct neurons and that these signals be-
come smaller when the direction differ-
ences become smaller, suggesting that
the observed modulation reflected the
process of sensory comparison. The be-
havioral relevance of these signals is un-
derscored by the correlation between the
lower performance and weaker compari-
son effects. As we will show below, the
close relationship between the compari-
son effects and behavior was also revealed
by the analysis of activity associated with
behavioral report.

To further examine the behavioral
utility of comparison effects and whether
these effects occur when animals are not
actively engaged in the discrimination
task, we compared activity in a subset of
neurons during the direction task and the
passive fixation task (Fig. 1A, middle
panel). This analysis was performed on a
small subset of neurons with comparison effects (n � 14) and a
sufficient number of trials in both tasks. Because we had relatively
a small number of neurons with a sufficient number of trials
recorded in both tasks, and cells with S � D and D � S modula-
tion showed similar task effects, their data were combined. Figure
8A shows the relative response of an example neuron on S- and
D-trials during the two tasks. This neuron showed a robust com-
parison effect during the direction task (left plot) that decreased
substantially during the passive fixation task. The other PFC neu-
rons also exhibited strong attenuation of the average comparison
effect during passive fixation, as shown by the average compari-
son effects and the scatter plots for the neurons studied under the
two behavioral conditions (Fig. 8B,C). The data show that when
monkeys were not required to actively engage in direction dis-
crimination, comparison-related activity drastically decreased
(p � 0.008, Wilcoxon sign-ranked test). This result demonstrates
that response modulation in the PFC recorded during the com-
parison phase of the discrimination task occurs largely when an-
imals are actively engaged in sensory comparisons.

While stimulus-selective delay activity was transient and did
not show a consistent representation of S1 direction, its decrease
during tasks not requiring direction discrimination suggests that
this activity may be used. Since its utilization would be most
advantageous during the comparison phase of the task, we asked
whether the comparison effects identified in individual neurons

depended on these cells also showing DS activity during the pre-
ceding delay. While 59% (n � 27) of cells with comparison effects
exhibited DS activity at any time during the delay, 41% (n � 19)
showed no significant DS delay activity at all. This result suggests
that in individual neurons, comparison effects do not necessarily
require their own stimulus-selective delay activity and are more
likely to rely on the information distributed among many
neurons.

Comparison effects correlate with behavioral choice
The presence of signals reflecting similarities and differences be-
tween S1 and S2 raises the question whether these signals are used
in the decision process. We addressed this question by first deter-
mining whether the activity that followed the onset of S2 was
predictive of the behavioral report (choice probability, CP) and
then examined the relationship between CP and the comparison
effects.

We began by calculating CP (Britten et al., 1996; Zaksas and
Pasternak, 2006) for all PFC neurons with a sufficient number of
trials (n � 84). This analysis was applied only to activity recorded
on S-trials when S1 and S2 moved in the same direction in neu-
rons with sufficient numbers of “same” and “different” reports
(see Materials and Methods). The analysis revealed that more
than half of the PFC neurons showed decision-related activity
and identified two distinct groups of neurons associated with the
behavioral report: neurons that fired more before “same” reports

Figure 7. Comparison effects (CEs) recorded during and after S2. A, Average CE for S � D cells (blue, n � 20) and D � S cells
(red, n � 26) during S2 and post-S2. Shadings represent � SEM. B, Times of maximal CE for S � D (top) and D � S (bottom)
neurons. CE reached its maximum earlier in D � S neurons (340 ms vs 690 ms; Mann–Whitney U test, p � 0.01). C, Dependence
of CE on the difference in direction between S1 and S2: D � S (red); S � D cells (blue); NS (n � 10), BS (n � 36). The change in
CE for each direction difference was computed by subtracting its value from CE measured for 90° difference (AROCx° �
AROC90°).Values � 0 correspond to a decrease in the effect relative to CE measured at 90°. Correlation between CE and direction
difference was significant for both animals (shown by separately for each monkey; monkey 1: p � 7.5 
 10 �6, solid line; monkey
2: p � 2.1 
 10 �14, broken line). D, Incidence of significant CE encountered in the two monkeys. Thick black bar along the x-axis
denotes period of significant difference between animals (� 2 S2, p � 0.05). E, Comparison of average CE between animals
calculated for cells with significant CEs only during 200 –500 ms period after S2 onset (Monkey 1, n � 6; Monkey 2, n � 20). The
difference in the magnitude of CE between the two monkeys did not reach statistical significance ( p � 0.13, Mann–Whitney U
test).
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(right button, 26%, n � 22), and neurons that fired more before
“different“ reports (left button, 31%, n � 26). The remaining
neurons (43%, n � 36) showed no differential decision-related
activity. Figure 9A shows the average CP for neurons with higher
activity before “same” (blue line) and “different” reports (red
line) during S2 and post-S2 periods. CPs of cells associated with
“different” reports reached their maximum during the S2, while
CPs of cells signaling “same” reports reached their maximum
later, after the offset of S2. Figure 9B shows the distributions of
CPs contributing to each curve during three time points follow-
ing the onset of S2. These distributions show that activity signal-

ing “different” reports (shown in red) became significant early in
the response (200 – 400 ms, CP � 0.65, p � 0.0002; 600 – 800 ms,
CP � 0.59, p � 3.6 
 10�4; 1200 –1400 ms, CP � 0.46, p � 0.47;
Mann–Whitney U test) and disappeared about 500 ms before the
response. The distributions of CP for cells associated with “same”
reports (shown in blue) became significant later, reaching their
maximum during the post-S2 period and largely persisting into
the period of behavioral report (200 – 400 ms, CP � 0.56; p �
0.15; 600 – 800 ms, CP � 0.69, p � 1.2 
 10�4; 1200 –1400 ms,
CP � 0.60, p � 0.045; Mann–Whitney U test). Overall, these data
show that decision-related activity appeared shortly after the on-
set of S2 and had a distinct time course for each of the two types of
reports, appearing shortly after the onset of the comparison stim-
ulus and persisting until the behavioral report was made.

The two groups of neurons with complementary decision-related
activity paralleled the two groups of neurons identified as carrying
comparison effects (CEs) (see Fig. 7). This similarity prompted us
to examine whether the two types of activity co-occur in the same
neurons. This analysis, summarized in Figure 9C, revealed that
35% (n � 29) of the PFC neurons carried both choice and
comparison-related activity during S2 and/or post-S2 periods

Figure 8. Attenuation of comparison effects during passive fixation. A, Relative responses to
S2 on S- and D-trials of an example neuron recorded during the direction (left) and passive
fixation (right) tasks. B, Average comparison effects recorded during the two tasks (NS � 2,
BS � 12). C, Cell-by-cell comparison effects measured during the direction task and passive
fixation. The data represent activity recorded during 100 –300 ms after the onset of S2. Com-
parison effects were weaker during the passive task (Wilcoxon sign-rank test, p � 0.004).

Figure 9. Activity during S2 predicts perceptual report. A, Choice probability of neurons
more active before “different” (n � 24) and before “same” (n � 17) reports. Thick colored lines
along the x-axis indicate period of significance (Mann–Whitney U test, p � 0.05). Shadings
represent � SEM. B, Distributions of CPs for neurons contributing to CP curves shown in A.
Distribution of CPs during 200 – 400 ms, 600 – 800 ms, and 1200 –1400 ms after the onset of
S2. Arrows point to mean CPs for each period; *p �0.05; **p � 0.01. C, Incidence of CE and CP
signals co-occurring in the same neurons (CP and CE, n � 29; CE only, n � 11; CP only, n � 18;
no effect, n � 25).
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(CP & CE), 22% (n � 18) showed only
choice-related activity (CP), and the mi-
nority of cells, 13% (n � 11), exhibited
comparison effects but no choice-related
signals (CE). We examined the relation-
ship between the two types of activity
co-occurring in the same neurons. Fig-
ure 10 A plots the average CE (solid line)
and CP (broken line) computed for the
same neurons. The data for S � D cells
(blue lines, n � 13) and D � S cells (red
lines, n � 16) are plotted separately. Al-
though both groups showed average
CPs comparable in strength to their
CEs, choice-related activity reached its
peak consistently later than did the
comparison effects. Figure 10 B com-
pares the times of maximal effects for
these two signals on a cell-by-cell basis.
CPs for S � D neurons reached their av-
erage maximal effect 190 ms later than
the maximal comparison effects (Fig.
10C, p � 0.012, Wilcoxon Sign-Rank
task). Similarly, D � S neurons showed
their peak CP 145 ms later than their
maximal comparison effects (Fig. 10C,
p � 0.006, Wilcoxon Sign-Rank task).

We also examined the strength and
sign of these two types of signals within
individual neurons. For this analysis we
included all neurons carrying comparison
effects during or after S2. We found a
strong correlation between the strength of
CE and CP (Fig. 10D–F). Neurons prefer-
ring S-trials (S � D) also tended to fire
more before “same” reports, while cells
that preferred D-trials (D � S) also
showed higher rates before “different” re-
ports. A positive correlation between
these two effects was observed during S2
(Fig. 10D, S � D, p � 0.009, r 2 � 0.61;
D � S, p � 0.002, r 2 � 0.58, Pearson’s
correlation) and during the early post-S2
period (Fig. 10E; S � D, p � 1.2 
 10�4,
r 2 � 0.79; D � S: p � 0.03, r 2 � 0.44,
Pearson’s correlation). In contrast, ROC
values of cells showing no preference for trial type (S � D)
showed no significant correlation with CP (Fig. 10F; p � 0.978;
r 2 � 0.004). This relationship supports the hypothesis that the
PFC neurons with more reliable comparison effects are more
strongly related to the animal’s perceptual report. Overall, the
difference in the timing between the two types of effects, and the
strong correlation between them, is consistent with the possibil-
ity that the information about similarities and differences be-
tween stimuli is likely to be used by decision-related circuitry.

Discussion
Our results demonstrate distinct contributions of BS and NS neu-
rons to anticipatory, maintenance, and decision-related pro-
cesses in the PFC. While both cell types showed equivalent
representations of direction in response to behaviorally relevant
visual motion, during the delay BS neurons were more active and
more likely to exhibit anticipatory and stimulus-selective activity

than NS neurons, suggesting a unique role for these neurons in
maintaining task-related activity in the absence of sensory stim-
ulation. However, during S2 both cell types again exhibited com-
parable levels of task-related activity, showing responses that
were modulated by the preceding direction. This modulation
scaled with the difference between the two stimuli and was
strongly correlated with activity predicting the subsequent
choice.

Cell classification
In our analysis we used waveform durations to distinguish be-
tween putative pyramidal cells and putative inhibitory interneu-
rons. The presence of a bimodal distribution of waveform
durations in our dataset (see Hussar and Pasternak, 2009, their
Fig. 1H) provided the basis for this distinction that was also
supported by characteristic differences in their baseline and re-
sponse firing rates (Hussar and Pasternak, 2009). We should note

Figure 10. Comparison effects (CEs) and choice-related (CP) signals. A, Time course of CE and CP in S � D neurons (n�13, blue
plots) and D�S neurons (n � 16, red plots). B, Relationship between times of maximal CP and CE for individual neurons. C,
Average times of maximal CP and CE. CE preceded CP by 145 ms in D � S cells ( p � 0.006, Wilcoxon sign-rank test) and by 190 ms
in S � D cells ( p � 0.012, Wilcoxon sign-rank test). D–E, Correlation between CE and CP for individual S � D and D � S cells at
200 – 400 ms (D, S � D, p � 0.009; D � S, p � 0.002) and at 600 – 800 ms (E, S � D, p � 1.2 
 10 – 4; D � S, p � 0.03) after
S2 onset. F, Neurons with no CE (S � D) showed no correlation between CE and CP ( p � 0.979).
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that this classification ignores a number of complexities associ-
ated with the multitude of neuronal subtypes among interneu-
rons (Markram et al., 2004) and with dependence of waveform
duration on the size and conduction velocity of pyramidal neu-
rons, which can vary with cortical areas (Vigneswaran et al.,
2011). Nevertheless, it provided a very useful tool, and the two
types of neurons in the PFC and other cortical areas, classified
with this approach, have been shown to play distinct roles in a
range of behavioral tasks (Mitchell et al., 2007; Diester and Nie-
der, 2008; Hussar and Pasternak, 2009; Johnston et al., 2009).

Stimulus selective activity during the delay
We found that BS neurons were more likely than NS cells to
represent stimulus direction during the delay. This unique role
for BS cells in maintaining stimulus representation provides
some support for predictions made by computational models of
delay activity (Wang, 2001; Engel and Wang, 2011).

It is often assumed that during working memory tasks indi-
vidual neurons maintain persistent signals representing the re-
membered stimulus across multiple seconds of delay (Durstewitz
et al., 2000; Brody et al., 2003) (but see (Shafi et al., 2007). Our
data provide evidence against this view. We found that periods of
DS activity were relatively brief, rarely exceeding 400 ms, often
changed sign, and were unrelated to response selectivity during
S1. Several studies have provided compelling examples of indi-
vidual neurons with persistent stimulus-specific delay activity
but focused their analysis largely on stimulus representations in
the population, either by documenting the incidence of neurons
with stimulus-selective signals encountered throughout the delay
(Romo and Salinas, 2003) or by showing averaged delay selectiv-
ity (Miller et al., 1996). In our data we also see a continuous
representation of direction within the population activity. How-
ever, our analysis highlights that DS activity in individual neu-
rons was transient and inconsistent, a feature detected largely
because we compared directly stimulus preferences during S1
and the delay, keeping track of their signs. Indeed, a closer inspec-
tion of stimulus selectivity of individual neurons for entire PFC
datasets shown in other studies (Wallis and Miller, 2003; Shafi et
al., 2007; Jun et al., 2010; Cromer et al., 2011) also reveals the
transient nature of this selectivity, similar to that reported here.

The lack of consistency in stimulus selectivity between S1 and
delay extended throughout the trial, since there was no consistent
relationship between comparison effects and the preceding delay
activity. Other studies noted a similar lack of continuity in selec-
tivity across trials (Fuster, 1973; Miller et al., 1996). Overall, the
transient nature of DS activity during the delay and its variation
within individual cells suggests that the preceding stimulus is
more likely to be dynamically represented in the population. Two
recent studies focused on the dynamic and transient nature of
stimulus selectivity during the delay and successfully used
population-based approaches to decoding stimulus identity
(Meyers et al., 2008; Barak et al., 2010).

PFC cells represent similarities and differences between
comparison stimuli
Many neurons carried a comparison effect, representing the
difference between S1 and S2. These comparison effects were
equally likely to be carried by BS and NS neurons despite the
absence of stimulus-selective activity in late delay in the latter
cell type, further supporting the notion that these effects were
unlikely to be the result of stimulus-selective delay activity
“bleeding in” to the test response (Engel and Wang, 2011).
This apparent independence between comparison effects and
delay activity raises an obvious question. How do neurons
access the information about the preceding stimulus? Al-
though our results do not provide an unequivocal answer to
this important question, the comparison between response
modulation during S2 in the PFC and MT during similar tasks
suggests one potential partial solution (Fig. 11).

While in the PFC “same” and “different” trials are represented
by roughly equivalent numbers of PFC neurons (Miller et al.,
1996; Freedman et al., 2002), neurons with weaker responses on
“same” trials (also termed match suppression) appear to be more
prevalent in sensory areas contributing feedforward inputs to the
PFC (Miller et al., 1991, 1996; Lui and Pasternak, 2011). Al-
though the interactions between neurons carrying comparison
effects at both levels have not been studied directly, recent com-
putational models incorporated interactions between PFC and
sensory neurons as a mechanism by which comparison effects
might arise (Ardid et al., 2007; Engel and Wang, 2011). Particu-

Figure 11. Comparison effects in PFC and MT. Comparison effects during S2 recorded in the
PFC and in MT. MT data are replotted from Lui and Pasternak (2011). A, CE for D � S cells in PFC
(solid line) and two subpopulations of D � S cells in MT, early (dotted line) and late (broken
line) identified in MT. B, CE for S � D cells in PFC (solid line) and MT (broken line). C, D,
Cumulative emergence of comparison effects in MT and PFC. Conventions and labels are iden-
tical to A and B. E, Hypothetical interactions between MT and PFC during S2.
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larly relevant here is the work of Engel and Wang (2011) who
proposed a specific comparison network arising from differential
influences of bottom-up and top-down activation. While their
model was designed to explain match-to-sample tasks and as-
sumes persistent firing during the delay, our data support some of
its predictions, including scaling of comparison effects with di-
rection difference and the reliance of decision circuits on the
activity of cells representing comparison effects. Our data pro-
vide additional constrains on this and other models in the form of
timing differences between the two types of comparison effects.

One of the striking features of the observed comparison effects
was their different time course, with activity signaling D-trials
emerging earlier than the activity signaling S-trials. One explana-
tion for the earlier occurrence of D � S effect may lie in poten-
tially different origins of the two types of effects. We recently
identified distinct groups of MT cells representing S- and D-trials
during a similar discrimination task (Lui and Pasternak, 2011).
These effects were characterized by the late emergence of S � D
effects and by the presence of a subgroup of cells with early D � S
effects. In that paper we hypothesized that the early D � S effects
have local origins within MT, while the late D � S and the S � D
effects may have top-down origins, possibly from the PFC. Figure
11 illustrates the differences in the time course of these effects in
the two brain areas, suggestive of a feedforward relationship be-
tween early D � S activity in MT and the trailing D � S effect in
the PFC, coupled with PFC sending signals to MT in the form of
later occurring D � S and S � D activity. According to this sce-
nario (Fig. 11E), the process of sensory comparisons originates in
MT with the appearance of early D � S effects. These signals are
read out in the PFC and incorporated into the comparison pro-
cess, which gives rise to the top-down S � D and D � S effects
that, in turn, are provided to MT. This interpretation is sup-
ported by the absence of the early D � S component in MT re-
sponses under task conditions in which comparison effects in MT
could only reflect top-down influences (Lui and Pasternak,
2011).

Comparison effects and perceptual decision
The observed comparison effects showed a strong link with be-
havior, both across and within individual animals. This could be
seen in a greater incidence of comparison effects in the better
performing animal, in their near absence during passive fixation,
and in their strong positive correlation with decision-related ac-
tivity, suggesting that the comparison effects are likely to be used
in perceptual decision. The observation that in individual neu-
rons CPs trailed comparison effects by 	100 ms (Fig. 10B) is
consistent with this possibility.

As with comparison effects, we found a difference in the time
course between the two types of choice-related effects, with ac-
tivity that preceded “different” reports emerging and terminating
earlier than “same” reports. This difference could be related to
motor preparation, since in our task the choice and the motor
response were linked, and in both monkeys the data were col-
lected from the left hemisphere. However, this is unlikely, be-
cause activity associated with motor preparation has been shown
to be similar in several cortical areas across hemispheres (Wallis
and Miller, 2003; Hernandez, 2007). A more likely explanation of
the later onset of “same” report is its hypothesized dependence on
the S � D comparison effect, which emerged relatively late in the
response.

Functional specialization of NS and BS neurons during
motion comparison task
Our results provide the first demonstration of distinct contribu-
tions of the two cell types to task-related activity during sensory
comparisons. In the presence of visual motion, both cell types
showed direction selective responses and comparison effects, re-
flecting both the bottom-up influences and local transforma-
tions. While our data do not provide insights into whether these
responses emerged independently in the two cell classes or were a
product of interactions between them (Constantinidis and
Goldman-Rakic, 2002), they show that both groups are involved
in representing sensory information. However, in the absence of
sensory stimulation, neural activity was dominated by BS neu-
rons, which signaled the elapsed time and carried transient and
transformed representations of the remembered direction. Be-
cause these neurons are a likely source of top-down projections
arising in the PFC, this result elucidates the nature of its influ-
ences on other cortical neurons. Our results also shed light on the
flexibility of this apparent functional specialization; both cell
groups were sensitive to the behavioral context but during differ-
ent portions of the trial: NS cells were more likely to signal the
change in task demands during sensory stimulation, while BS
cells were more sensitive to the behavioral context during the
delay. These results set important constraints on models of sen-
sory comparison networks and sensory working memory.
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